ABSTRACT To ensure the internal code quality of contributions in open source software (OSS) communities, static analysis tools (e.g. Code Climate and SonarQube) have been integrated into the modern pullbased workflow for detecting code quality issues (CQIs). Automated CQI fixing is conducive to improve the efficiency of converging massive contributions. In this paper, we propose a history-driven approach to automatically fix CQIs utilizing the fixing knowledge mined from the change history in the code repositories. We collected 5,047,678 CQI isstances, 31,013 fixes of the CQIs that were detected by SonarQube from 206 GitHub projects and mined 68 common Fix Patterns for 56 CQI types. Evaluated by fixing the unfix CQI Instances, we find that the average correctness of our approach is 80% in top 1 fix patch and 69.17% of Top 5. We further conducted a live study by sending CQI's fix patches to GitHub projects. The results show that developers approved or merged 11 of 17 patches.
I. INTRODUCTION
The code quality plays an essential role for software project's success [5] . Generally, code quality can be classified as internal and external quality attributes [4] . The external quality attributes are reflected at runtime stage such as functionality and correctness, while internal quality attributes exist in development and maintenance [2] , which is concerned by developers, such as maintainability and readability. High internal quality source code not only improves the readability of code and help developers quickly understand explicit and implicit meanings expressed by code, but also reduces the risk of crash and the cost of software maintenance [7] . In this paper, we focus on the internal quality attributes from the point of view of developers, since it's critical for developers to review, maintain source code in Pull-based code contributions of OSS community. Code Quality Issue (CQI) can be detected by static analysis tools, such as Code Climate and SonarQube, which have been wildly utilized in OSS community. CQIs can be classified as Vulnerability, Bug and Code Smell.
A previous study found that 30% of the code contributions comes from 70% of the contributors in a OSS project, and these 70% contributors, whose development experience ranges from novice to experienced, called casual contributors,
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casually submit a very limited number of violation fixes and feature enhancements [2] . According to The State of the Octoverse 2018 [8] , the GitHub community reached 31 million developers working across 96 million repositories. There have been 1 billion public commits, 12.5 million active issues and 47 million pull requests (PRs) since September 2017. Ensuring and controlling code quality of Pull-based code contributions made by casual contributors has been more and more challenging because of the rapid development of OSS community.
As a result, Continuous Inspection for Pull-based contributions are required in OSS community, which automatically utilizes static analysis tool to detect CQIs. Continuous Inspection provides continuous code quality management that incorporates shorter feedback loops to ensure the rapid resolution of quality issues [2] . Nowadays developers usually manually fix CQI when executing Continuous Inspection, including understanding CQI Rule, searching for proper fix solution, and revising source code which is very time-consuming. As a result, it is urgently necessary to propose an automated approach of fix CQIs in OSS community to improve the efficiency of converging massive contributions.
What's more, there exists tremendous CQI Fix Instances in the code change history of OSS repositories. Figure 1 shows a CQI instance of bug severity, which means NullPointerException might be thrown as variable info is VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. CQI example taken from RestNodesAction.java in project elasticsearch.
FIGURE 2.
CQI fix instance taken from commit a70be3 of elasticsearch project.
nullable here. CQI Rule is that reference to null should never be dereferenced or accessed. Doing so will cause a NullPointerException to be thrown. At best, such an exception will cause abrupt program termination. At worst, it could expose debugging information that would be useful to an attacker, or it could allow an attacker to bypass security measures. Figure 2 shows the fix instance taken from commit a70be3 of elasticsearch project by adding Ternary Conditional Operator to ensure info in not null. Kui Liu et al. did a study about violations detected by FindBugs in OSS Community and found that violations types are recurrent.
They noted that about 12% violation types account for 81.4% of all distinct violations [9] and they can be fixed by similar code change operations. In this paper, we propose a history-driven approach to automatically fix CQIs. Some IDEs, e.g. Eclipse, can supply ''QuickFix'' [6] to automatic fix some program warnings and errors while typing and compiling with pre-defined templates. Different with ''QuickFix'', our approach focus on mining diversified, real-world Fix Patterns from code change history and apply them to fix CQIs detected by SonarQube. As far as we know, our approach is the first attempt to automatically fix CQIs using history-driven approach. On the one hand, our approach can improve the efficiency of converging massive contributions in OSS community. On the other hand, by utilizing fix knowledge (so-called Fix Pattern) learned from a great amount of code change history in OSS Community (e.g. GitHub), our approach can supply diversified, real-world fix patterns for CQI to be fixed.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
1) We proposed a history-driven approach to automatically fix CQIs based on mining CQI fix pattern in software code change history, matching CQI fix pattern with code context and histories data and generate ranked fix patch list. Our approach is the first attempt to automatically fix CQIs using history-driven approach. show that the average correctness of fix pattern is 80% in top 1 fix patch and 69.17% of Top 5 fix patterns can be applied to fix CQI Instance. We also conduct a live study in GitHub and find that developers approved or merged 11 of 17 Pull Requests. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III details our approach. Section IV show the experiment results and evaluations of the experiment results. Section V identifies the threat to validity of our study. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and discusses the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS A. STATIC ANALYSIS AND CODE QUALITY
Nowadays Static Analysis has been untilized to assess and maintain Code Quality in OSS community. Avgustinov et al. [33] presented an approach for tracking static analysis violations over the revision history. They conclude that these fingerprints are well-defined and capture the individual developers coding habits by performing an experimental study on several lager open-source projects. Nagappan et al. [3] investigated the use of automated inspection for industrial software system at Nortel Networks. They proposed a defect classification scheme in order to enumerate the types of defects that can be identified by static tools, and concluded that automated code inspection faults can be used as efficient predictors of failures. Yao Lu et al. investigated internal quality of the code made by casual Contributors in OSS projects within GitHub [2] . They proposed a method to estimate developers' code quality using the ''Code Quality Issue Density (CQID)'' metric and concluded that casual contributors tend to introduce a greater quantity of CQIs with greater severity than the main contributors and casual contributors tend to introduce CQIs on coding convention, errorhandling, CWE (Common Weekness Enumeration) and brain-overload, which can decline the readability, reliability, efficiency and testability of the software.
Based on previous study about static analysis vioation, correlation between static analysis and code quality, and the relaitionship between developers and code quality in OSS community, we focus on the distributions of CQIs and the fix of them in OSS Community. We emphasize that automatically fix of CQI should be untilized in OSS Community to improve the efficiency of converging massive contributions in OSS community.
B. PROGRAM REPAIR
Generally, there are mainly two lines about the program repair research [9] : (1) the patch hint suggestion and (2) fully automated repair. The patch hint techniques suggest code fragments that could assist users to create a patch without human-intervention [9] while the fully automated repair focus on automatically generating patches which can be integrated into program. There have been several studies about program repair in [14] . Automated program repair is pioneered by Gen-Prog [12] , [13] . There are other notable approaches including contract-based fixing [15] , conditional statement repair [16] , and behavior-based program repair [17] .
There are two main classes of program repair approaches : the generate-and-validate approach and the semanticsdriven approach [14] . In terms of the generate-and-validate approach, in addition to GenProg [12] , Marriagent [22] and SCRepair [23] , we introduce some history-driven methods. Koyuncu et al. proposed FixMiner that explores the hierarchical AST data include contextual actual code changes. They implemented FixMiner as part of automated program repair system. The main limitation of FixMiner is that it extracts the fix pattern of a single repair action(either UPD, ADD, DEL, MOV in all AST nodes rather than the combination of them) [24] . Gupta et al. proposed DeepFix [25] to fix common C programming errors. DeepFix adopted an end-toend solution based on deep learning and can successfully fix many error types in students' programs in an actual programming course. Le et al. [10] presented a novel technique for history-based program repair. Using a large repository of real patches, the method evaluates the fitness or suitability of a candidate patch by assessing the similarity between the patch and the prior bug-fixing patches. They demonstrated that their method is effective in fixing 23 bug types correctly. In terms of semantics-driven approaches, we introduce the SemFix and DirectFix. SemFix [26] synthesizes that fixes consist of a single changed statement. Thus the fixes that require changes in multiple locations of the code are out of the scope of this technique. DirectFix [27] repairs faulty expressions inside a program with a monolithic approach. Previous study focus on exploring effective automated program repair approach, but they only consider the exposed program bugs, which are code external quality attributes and make test case fail during runtime. We focus on exploring history-driven approach to mine fix pattern of CQIs, which are code internal quality attributes, and apply them to automated fix CQIs.
C. CODE CHANGE HISTORY MINING
Code repositories contain knowledge that can be used to discriminate between good and bad source code. So far, the knowledge available in source code repositories has not yet been fully leveraged. Kim and Pan [28] presented a bug finding algorithm using bug fix memories, which contain a project-specific bug and fix knowledge base that was developed by analyzing the history of bug fixes. Martinez et al. [29] gave empirical results on the nature of human bug fixes at a large scale and a fine granularity with abstract syntax tree(AST) differencing by analyzing thousands of bug fix transactions of software repositories. Based on the insight, PAR [30] leveraged common fix patterns for automated program repair. Kim et al. [31] conducted a study on fixing changes in OSS projects. Zhong and Su [32] analyzed antipatterns that may interfere with the process of automated program repair.
III. APPROACH A. OVERVIEW
In this section, we give an overview of our approach. The overall goal of our approach is to mine fix patterns for CQIs and generate CQI fix patches. To achieve that goal, our approach involves 4 main phases(described in Figure 3 and source code file in both the pre-fix version and post-fix version. Second we mine Fix Patterns using GumTree [30] .
After that we build library of CQI Fix Patterns.
Third 
B. CQI FIX INSTANCE COLLECTING
In this phase, we collect the CQI fix history from OSS community. We gather popular Java projects from GitHub. We use GitHub API, with which we can access GitHub latest data, e.g. pull request, commit, repository, etc, to filter the 300 most popular java projects sorted by stars which corresponds to the number of GitHub users that have expressed interest in that project. For each project, we use the gitlog command. By default, with no arguments, git log command lists the commits made in curent branch of the repository in reverse chronological order, that is, the most recent commits show up first. Then we use gitlog with the −grep argument, that can search for keywords in the commit messages, to filter CQI fix commit. We deem a commit a CQI fix if it simultaneously satisfies that there are the keywords such as fix, CQIfix, codeflaw, codequality, checkstyle , findbugs, sonarqube in its commit message.
Once we get a CQI fix commit, we set the repository to the previous version and use SonarQube to analyze the source code, which is a powerful static analysis tool and supports more than 20 programming languages and covers 7 axes of code quality: architecture & design, duplications, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, coding rules and comments. After that, we reset the repository to the fix version and use SonarQube again with same key. SonarQube can record every CQI's status in the same scan task(project key), so if there are some CQI fixed by developers, the status of these CQI will be closed, and the resolution of them are fixed.
After analyzing both the pre-fix version and the postfix version with SonarQube, we collect all the CQIs whose resolution are fixed and extract the fix hunks in the fix commit using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Extracting Fix Hook
Input The pseudocode of our approach to extract the fix hooks from the change history is shown in Algorithm 1. There are several change regions in the git logfile and we define the specific change region around the CQI code as fix hook. It takes as its input the logfile storing the change history, the commit SHA of the post-fix version, and the CQI line. Our algorithm first locates the fix hook by matching the commit SHAs and the changed file name. Then, for each single code in the fix hook, the algorithm computes its line number in the prefix version and post-fix version. The algorithm extracts each single changed line of code, stores it in the hook and returns the set of hooks. The contents of the added line and deleted line are shown in Lines 10-18. The difference between them is that the added line should record the line number of the postfix version while the deleted line does not. Figure 5 shows a fix instance taken from InternalHistogram.java in commit 16431a of elasticsearch project. noise (e.g. the various variable names). These meaningless information could challenge the process of extracting common fix pattern for CQI, so we do CQI tokenization to abstract the CQI code both on source level and AST level.
Firstly, CQI issue codes are parsed into AST and tokenized into textual vectors with deep-first search algorithm to obtain the AST nodes sequence. Then we filter out the noisy AST nodes (e.g. type is SimpleName), and abstract its label. For example, the code ''equals(Objecto) {''is tokenized as a textual vector of 9 tokens (SimpleName equalsSingleVariableDeclaration SimpleType ObjectSimple NameObjectSimpleNameo). Then all the variable names are renamed as 'V'. If there are more than 1 variable, we simply name them 'V', 'V0', 'V1', etc. As a result, we change code ''equals(Objecto){'' into ''equals(ObjectV ) {'', and the textual vector of AST nodes (SimpleNameequals SingleVariableDeclaration SimpleTypeObjectSimpleName ObjectSimpleNameV ). For the constant, we just ignore the concrete value (e.g. String ''test is abstracted to StringLitera).
2) CQI FIX PATTERN MINING a: DEFINING CODE CHANGE ACTION
After CQI tokenization, we extract the code change actions between pre-fix version and fix version of CQI source file. We use GumTree [30] , a state-of-the-art tree differencing tool that analyzes the AST-level code change actions between 2 source file. Base on the GumTree, we define 4 code change action and its format:
• UPD action. The AST node node src in pre-fix code is replaced by the node dst in fix code. UPD action is formatted as (UPD node src to node dst ).
• MOV action. The AST node node src in pre-fix code is moved in fix code. MOV action is formatted as (MOV node src ).
• INS action. The AST node node dst is added in fix code. INS action is formatted as (INS node dst ).
• DEL action. The AST node node src in pre-fix code is removed in fix code. DEL action is formatted as (DEL node src ).
b: EXTRACTING MERGED DELETION ACTION
When generating the DEL action for subtree of AST that contains more than one node, GumTree starts to remove the leaf nodes and then remove parent nodes which become leaf node after previous DEL action. For example, Figure 6 (a) describes AST structure of CQI code snippet ''double b;''. If we delete CQI code snippet, GumTree will generate code change actions sequence as shown in Figure 6 (b). Actually the sequence of four DEL actions can be merged into only one action (DEL VariableDeclarationStatement) and we can also know the meaning of this code change in CQI code snippet. Algorithm 2 illustrates how the algorithm extract the merged DEL actions in the actions list at a given start position. Algorithm traverses the code change action list, simply merges the related DEL actions which belong to the same AST subtree and finally return the DEL with the farthest parent node of the subtree. Besides, irrelevant DEL actions will be returned in the deletion_list if there are. 
Algorithm 2 Algorithm of Extracting Merged

c: EXTRACTING FIX PATTERN
The code change actions around the CQI fix hunk collected in Section III.B are regarded as the CQI Fix Actions. However, there are always quite a lot noisy actions and it's hard to filter out all of them. Simply, we collect the code change actions that line number of AST node action operate satisfy:
LineNumber start ≤ LineNumber ≤ LineNumber end (1) The LineNumber start is the start line number of fix hunk, and the LineNumber end is the end line number of fix hunk in pre-fix code. Figure 7 show the AST-level code change actions of Fix Instance in Figure 5 . This Fix Instance replace InfixExpression ''top.current.key! = key'' with InfixExpression ''Double.compare(top.current.key, key)! = 0''.
After collecting CQI Fix Actions, we define the FP as:
where TYPE is the CQI type fixed by FP and we record the rule id as TYPE. CCTX is CQI Code Context information include CQI issue code and the tokenized textual vector of AST Nodes in CQI issue lines. FA is Fix Actions that record the AST-level operation of fix hunk. We also abstract the noisy information in FA, and mine the common Fix Patterns for all the CQI type we mined which will be introduced in Setction IV.
D. FIX PATTERN MATCHING AND FIX PATCH RECOMMENDING
First, we get the TYPE and CCTX of CQI Source Code. Then with TYPE and CCTX, we introduce a two-phase matching process to get a Fix Pattern sequence. Finally we generate fix patch by changing the source code with FA in each Fix Pattern. The CQI source code will be scanned by SonarQube to detect the CQI instance firstly. And we parse the CQI source code to get CCTX of issue code as described in Section III.C. After that, in the first phase of matching, we filter out a Fix Pattern list in which Fix Pattern's TYPE is the same as the issue code.
Then at the second phase, we compute similarities between CCTX of CQI code and CCTX of Fix Patterns. The cosine similarity is widely adopted to evaluate the similarity between two numerical vectors. Thus, the textual vector of Fix Patterns are embedded and converted in numeric vectors with the same size by Word2Vec [35] , which is a two-layer neural network to embed word. The complete similarity of 2 CCTXs will be 1 as they are expressed 0-degree angle in the vector space, while the worst similarity is 0 as 90-degree angle. For example, the cosine similarity between Modifier ''private'' and Modifier ''public'' is 0.8401263, which is the highest similarity and the second highest is Modifier ''protected''. Finally we get a Fix Pattern sequence ranked by the similarity of CCTX and generate fix patch by changing the source code with FAs in each Fix Pattern.
IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the experiment setting in Section IV.A and show the statistics of Fix pattern and common Fix Pattern in SectionIV.B. Then we evaluate Fix Patterns with the CQI instances in Section IV.C and a realword live study in GitHub.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this paper, we select 206 popular OSS repositories from GitHub, which is the most popular code hosting site, and SonarCloud, an online SonarQube cloud platform. We extracted 54,611 CQI Fix commits, and mined 25,424 Fix Instance. Table 1 lists statistics of projects. Star is corresponding with the GitHub users who are interested in this project, Loc describe the line of Java Code in the project and CQI Fix Commits are commit that is related with CQI Fix.
B. STATISTICS
For each project, we execute the SonarQube on every CQI fix commit version and the previous version of CQI Fix. As described in Section III.A, we execute SonarQube on the pre-fix version to collect the CQI Instance. Then we set the repository to the fix version and execute SonarQube again to track the CQI status. We have collected more than 5,047,678 CQI Instances of 220 different CQI types. Figure 8 show the proportion of each CQI types, where the value of x-axis represent random id numbers of CQI types and the y-axis represents the proportion of each CQI types. Top1 CQI Type of the proportion accounts for 45.29% of all the CQI Instances, which is a coding convention issue that Public types, methods and fields (API) should be documented with Javadoc. We also find that the first 27 CQI types account for more than 90% of all CQIs. These CQI types only account for 7.12% of all SonaQube CQI types for Java. It confirm that there exist vast CQIs in Open Source Community and most CQIs are recurrent while most of them are fixed by developers.
We collected 31,013 CQI Fix Instances of 175 CQI types which ignore the false positive of fix, and the fix without code changing. Figure 9 shows the quantity distribution of fixed CQIs, where the value of x-axis represent random id numbers of CQI types which is consistent with CQI id in Figure 8 and the y-axis represents the proportion of each CQI types. We noted that fixed CQI types account for 79.54% of all detected 220 CQI types. It corroborates that despite false positive of SonarQube, developers attach importance to code quality and most CQI types are fixed manually. Thus we select this Fix Instance to mine CQI Fix Pattern following the method in Section III.C and 10 example CQI Fix Patterns is shown in Table 2 . Note that the CQI type is too long and we simply reference CQI type only with its ID named by SonarQube in the following.
1) CONCRETE FIX PATTERN
We mine one unique Fix Pattern for each CQI type in common situation and it can be used in common context unconditionally. For example, CQI 524 describes that having two branches in the same if structure with the same implementation is at best duplicate code, and at worst a coding error. As a result, a probable Fix Pattern is to combine conditions with ''||'' and remove the redundant block. CQI 431 describes that Java Language Specification recommends listing modifiers in the following order: annotation, public, protected, private, abstract, static, final, etc. It can be fixed by Fix Pattern that move the modifiers to comply the Java Language Specification.
Also, there may be some different Fix Pattern for the same CQI type. CQI 419 describes that the equals method takes a generic Object as a parameter, any type of object may be passed to it, so it must check the parameter's type. We can use instanceof to check the parameter's type with if structure. Also object. getClass() can be check parameter's type.
However, some concrete Fix patterns contain some particular features and should be used in concrete context. For example, Figure 10 shows 2 different Fix Patterns of CQI 770 as is described in Table 2 . It means conditional statements using a condition which cannot be anything but FALSE have the effect of making blocks of code non-functional and if the condition cannot evaluate to anything but TRUE, the conditional statement is completely redundant, and makes the code less readable. As a result, Figure 10 
2) NON-PATTERN
In this paper, we also find some CQI Fix Instances can't be extracted and mined into Fix Pattern in a syntactic way. For example, CQI 602 describes that Type parameter names should comply with a naming convention. That is, shared naming conventions make it possible for a team to collaborate efficiently. Following the established convention of single-letter type parameter names helps users and maintainers of your code quickly see the difference between a type parameter and a poorly named class. However, it's hard to rename the parameter name complying the project coding convention and infer the semantic information for it. So we think CQI 602 is Non-Pattern in syntactic way of our approach.
C. EVALUATION
When fixing CQI Instance, our approach will parse the CQI source code to get the CQI code context and then match CQI Fix Pattern to generate fix patch. To evaluate the correctness of our approach, we apply our Fix Patterns to fix the CQI Instances which aren't fixed collected by our approach in Section IV.D. Also we investigate the usefulness of our approach in Open Source Community by doing live study.
We collect a test set of unfixed CQI Instance of Top 20 CQI types which can be fixed by Fix Pattern. For each CQI types, For CQI 480, the code ''List < String > strings = newArrayList < String > ();'' can be simplified to ''List < String > strings = newArrayList <> ()'', since Java 7 introduced the diamond operator (<>) to deduce the verbosity of generic code. As a result, for 
2) LIVE STUDY
We investigate the usefulness of our approach in OSS Community. Table 4 lists partial OSS projects in live study which cover small, median and large scale. We fork the projects to our branch and execute SonarQube on the projects to detect CQI Instances. Then we randomly select the CQI types which can be fixed by Fix Pattern of our approach. Then we generate the fix patches and scan them again to ensure the CQI has been fixed. Finally, we create pull requests to projects' master branch. We describe the CQI details and Fix Pattern in the pull requests. Table 5 shows that 17 pull request are pushed to projects. In these 17 pull requests, 5 of them are ignored and requiring reviews, 1 of them is rejected, 1 is approved and wait for merging and 10 of them are merged by developers.
In this live study, we also find that: We used CQI Density (CQID), which means the CQI numbers per Loc(Line of Code), t to measure the code quality of project. Results show that CQID of largest project gapic-generator is 10.25%, the CQID of median scale mybatis − dynamic − sql is 11.38%, and the CQID of the smallest scale project, swarmplugin is 12.12%. It notes that large scale projects are wellmaintained and exist less CQI.
Most of the CQI Fix are accepted by the developers unconditionally. For example, we create Pull Request 2769 in gapic − generator project, which generates a fix patch for CQI 770 described in Table 6 . In method getFormattedPrintArgName, the parameter type has been referenced before if structure. If type is null, NullPointException would be thrown. As a result, the condition ''type == null'' will always be ''false'' here. So the fix path is that remove condition ''type == null'' and logical operator ''||''. After creating this Pull Request, the developer review it with a comment ''LGTM '', which means it Looks Good To Me, and merge our Pull Request as shown in Figure 11 .
Some CQI Instances have better resolution in particular code context. We create Pull Request 85 in swarm-plugin to fix CQI 655 described in Table 6 . This CQI means that making a public constant just final as opposed to static final leads to duplicating its value for every instance of the class, uselessly increasing the amount of memory required to execute the application. We insert final modifier in fix patch and create the Pull Request. However, developer reviewed the PR and comment that there may be a better resolution to fix this CQI, as shown in Figure 12 . As a result, we generate the modified fix patch in Figure 12 which directly removed the variable labelFileWatcherThread and the PR is approved and merged by developers as shown in Figure 13 .
V. DISCUSSION
There are two potential threats to the validity of this work: internal and external validity.
A. INTERNAL VALIDITY
The definition of CQI is limited. CQIs consist of 3 parts: Bugs, Vulnerabilities and Code smell [37] in descending order of severity. The validity of our approach is built on the tool we used -SonarQube. The static model are based on the SQALE methodology, which is a public methodology to support the evaluation of a software applications source code in the most objective, accurate, reproducible and automated possible way [36] . One of the potential issue is the false positive and we find some cases in the evaluation. For instance, when analyzing Android project, SonarQube reported the naming convention issue for the R file, which is an auto-generated resource file of Android Development Toolkit, saying that the naming style of underscore (e.g., m_image) is inconsistent with Java convention (e.g. mImage). As a result, SonarQube reported code quality issues on convention at R file, which are also involved in our data set.
B. EXTERNAL VALIDITY 1) PROJECTS ANALYZED MAY NOT BE REPRESENTATIVE
We analyzed 206 OSS projects in GitHub and hence might not be representative of all development context. It's possible that the different development process, different goal of development could lead to different Fix Patterns. Besides, we only analyze the projects of Java language. Other programming languages may have different Fixing Pattern.
2) FIXING DATA IS INCOMPLETE
Our approach is based on the gitlog command, which compares a source code file of two versions, so the Fix Patterns are only file-by-file based. The cross-file CQIs and their Fix Patterns are not revealed. For instance, SonarQube reported CQI that the default unnamed package should not be used, when finding file is not in a named package. The Fix Pattern is that move the file to a named package and it cannot be extracted by our approach. We may not fix some CQIs because of the missing Fix Patterns.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a history-driven approach to automatically fix CQIs. To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first approach that automatically fixes CQIs using history-driven approach. On the one hand, our approach can improve the efficiency of converging massive contributions in OSS community. On the other hand, by utilizing fix knowledge (e.g. Fix Patterns) learned from code change history in OSS code repositories, our approach can supply diversified, real-world fix guide for CQI to be fixed. We collected 31,013 CQI fixing Instances detected by SonarQube from 206 OSS projects and extracted 68 common fix patterns for 56 CQI types. Our experiment shows that the average correctness of fix pattern is 80% in top 1 fix patch and 69.17% of Top 5 Fix patterns can be used to fix CQI Instance. We also conduct a live study in GitHub and the results show that developers approved or merged 11 of 17 CQI fixing patches. In future work, we plan to mine more Fix Patterns and develop a pratical tool to automatically fix CQIs in the OSS Community in the future.
